Investment Updates
Last updated 23 September 2016

Since HSI’s report on public financing and farm animal mistreatment was released on 3 March
2016, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“EBRD”), the European
Investment Bank (“EIB”) and the International Finance Corporation (“IFC”), a member of the
World Bank Group, have continued to invest in animal agriculture. As was noted in HSI’s report,
publicly available information about animal welfare indicators such as stocking density and
housing systems is frequently lacking from EBRD, EIB and IFC loan documents, although in
some cases, the EBRD has provided HSI with additional information on animal welfare upon
request. In a number of the recent projects described below, animal welfare is listed as
problematic but there is no specific plan or timeline for correcting the problems.
Another significant issue is that the EBRD, EIB and IFC invest large amounts of money in other
financial institutions that in turn invest the money in animal agribusiness companies. In these
projects, there is an almost complete lack of information as to the eventual recipients and, as
such, there is no way to ascertain whether EBRD, EIB or IFC investments are supporting
projects that fail to meet established farm animal welfare standards.

Projects Funding Animal Agriculture
(March 2016 to present)
RECIPIENT:
Adeco Agropecuaria Argentina
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 78,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Dairy farming.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare or indicators of animal welfare in
the loan documents despite that fact, according to loan documents, 80,000,000 litres of raw milk
are produced per year on two of Adeco’s dairy farms and that cows have “limited movement.”
RECIPIENT:
Anagram Equity (Pakistan)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
€150,000,000 (€100,000,000 loan and €40,000,000 equity)
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Funding will be used to help Frieslandcampina (“FC”), a Dutch company,
acquire a controlling interest in Engro, a leading dairy processor in Pakistan. By 2020, Engro is
expected to have 220,000 milk farmers in its supply chain. FC is currently the 6th largest dairy
cooperative in the world.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: Loan documents state that “the practices related to the handling of
livestock by dairy farmers could be further improved to be consistent with best practices such as
IFC’s Good Practice Note on Improving Animal Welfare in Livestock Operations.” According to
the E&S Action Plan, “Engro shall increase awareness training on practices related to the
handling of livestock by dairy farmers to be consistent with best practices such as IFC’s Good
Practice Note on Improving Animal Welfare in Livestock Operations.” Nevertheless, the
“anticipated completion date” for this is listed as 1 July 2018.
RECIPIENT:
Anyou II (China)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 40,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
The loan will support construction of new production facilities for piglet
feed. Anyou supplies piglet feed to over 65 million pigs in China per year.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
Axzon Corp Loan (Poland and Ukraine)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
EUR 10,000,000-EUR 16,000,000
STATUS:
Pending disbursement
DETAILS:
Expand and improve operations, including pig farms and slaughterhouses
in Poland and Ukraine.
ANIMAL WELFARE: According to loan documents, animal welfare is at the “core of Axzon’s
operations,” including that Polish, Ukraine and Russian farms “were reconstructed overtime in
order to comply with both local requirements and European Union (EU) animal welfare
requirements enforced within the EU.” Additionally, new Axzon farms “are designed and
established according to modern EU [animal welfare] criteria.” It should be noted that Axzon
and its subsidiary, Danosha, is currently involved in an open Compliance Advisor Ombudsman
(“CAO”) case relating to a 2013 IFC project based on numerous allegations made by Ukrainian
community members relating to IFC funding of Axzon/Danosha pig farms. The complaint
alleges environmental pollution, non-disclosure of required information and other concerns
about Axzon/Danosha being in violation of national law and IFC performance standards.
According to the IFC CAO website, the case is currently “Facilitating Settlement,” though the
case’s status page was last updated in May 2015.
RECIPIENT:
Bel Ga JSC (Vietnam)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 4,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Expansion of poultry breeding and hatching operations, including
doubling the Loc Sun hatchery’s annual production to 21,000,000 day old chicks.
ANIMAL WELFARE: According to loan documents, Bel Ga JSC is engaging with IFC on
disseminating best practices on animal welfare standards. Additionally, IFC documents state
that animal welfare is a key issue for Bel Ga Vietnam’s business. Nevertheless, no specifics
about animal housing or rearing practices are provided, nor are remedial measures addressed
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in the loan documents. Indeed, there is no ESAP. As such, there is no way to assess the
welfare of the animals on the facility nor to ascertain to what measures, if any, Bel Ga JSC and
the IFC are taking to improve animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
Bel Ga JSC (Myanmar)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 6,500,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Build and operate a poultry farm housing 96,000 hens with a yearly
capacity of 12,000,000 day old chicks.
ANIMAL WELFARE: Animal welfare is listed as a key environmental and social issue and risk.
Animal welfare is also listed as a key issue for Bel Ga’s business. The ESAP states there will be
an “action plan for full compliance with IFC Performance Standards (as needed).” The loan
documents provide no specifics about animal housing or rearing practices. There is no
reference to EU animal welfare requirements.
RECIPIENT:
FoodMaster (Kazakstan)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 15,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Upgrade dairy processing and dairy farming.
ANIMAL WELFARE: An animal welfare assessment was commissioned by the Bank. The
assessment was positive about the current general standard of animal welfare in the Company’s
operations, but, according to the assessment, there are a number of actions required to ensure
that the farms comply with EU and best practice. Such actions include the development of a
written Animal Welfare Policy, the appointment and training of dedicated animal welfare officers,
changes to the space and flooring provided to cows, and improvements to ventilation and water
provision. An ESAP was prepared to help the project comply with EU standards but the ESAP
is not publicly available.
RECIPIENT:
Industrial Milk Company (Ukraine)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
USD 20,000,000
STATUS:
Disbursing
DETAILS:
Dairy farming.
ANIMAL WELFARE: According to loan documents, a “detailed audit” was conducted on
Industrial Milk Company’s animal farming facilities by an independent consultant. While loan
documents state the facilities are “in line with the requirements of both Ukrainian and EU
regulations for animal welfare,” the audit found “minor deficiencies that include insufficient
freedom of movement and shelters to protect animals from weather conditions.” The company
developed and accepted an “Animal Welfare Action Plan” which included “introduction of the
loose housing system” and “improved conditions for maximum motion of animals in the outdoor
exercise sites.” According to loan documents, the EBRD will monitor the project “on an annual
basis through the Annual Environmental and Social Reports.” The ESAP is not publicly
available. No specific details about stocking density are provided. Finally, it is not clear
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whether the EBRD monitoring the project through a single Annual Environmental and Social
Report is sufficient to ensure compliance with EU regulations, as there are no details of past or
improved conditions that are or would be publicly disclosed.
RECIPIENT:
KIPF Equity Investment (Kazakhstan)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
USD 20,000,000
STATUS:
Board approved
DETAILS:
Construct integrated poultry farm and meat processing plant. Project
expected to supply 24,000 tonnes of broiler meat products. The poultry farm is expected to
produce 25,000,000 chickens a year.
ANIMAL WELFARE: According to loan documents animal welfare is “accordance with national
requirements.” The broiler farms, however, when reviewed with respect to EU requirements,
had “issues” related to stocking density, monitoring and maintenance of some environmental
conditions and monitoring and follow up processing of mortality cases. Loan documents state
that new farms will incorporate a number of animal welfare improvements, including items to
bring the facilities in line with EU requirements. The timetable for implementing the items,
including “ensuring that stocking densities for broilers are below the EU limits of 42kg of live
weight per m2 at all times” is “[w]hen at full production level after commissioning.” There is no
indication that existing KIPF facilities will be brought into compliance with EU regulations. In
communications between the EBRD and HSI, a number of additional details about the project
were disclosed that provide indicators of animal welfare, including ventilation, flooring, litter,
feed, water, culling policy, cleaning schedule, beak trimming and mortality rates. Information
was also provided in order to estimate the stocking density of the breeder houses. There was
insufficient information, however, to calculate the stocking density of the broiler houses.
RECIPIENT:
LAAD IV (Latin America and Caribbean)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
Up to US 50,000,000
STATUS:
Pending signing
DETAILS:
Finance small and medium sized agricultural enterprises. According to
loan documents: “LAAD finances and develops private agribusiness projects in Latin America
and the Caribbean involving all phases of production, processing, storage, services, technology
and marketing in the fields of agriculture, livestock, forestry and fishing.” The loan documents
reference cattle farming.
ANIMAL WELFARE: In reference to cattle farming, loan documents note that specific
Environmental and Social impacts include deforestation, labor and land conflicts, without
mention of animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
BANK:
AMOUNT:
STATUS:
DETAILS:
ANIMAL WELFARE:

NORMANDY DAIRY PRODUCTION FACILITY (France)
EIB
EUR 55,000,000
Signed
Construction and operation of a new milk-processing facility.
No mention of animal welfare standards of suppliers of milk to facility.
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RECIPIENT:
Number Two Piggeries (South Africa)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
Up to USD 30,000,000 equity investment
STATUS:
Pending approval
DETAILS:
Expand pig farms, milk cattle farms and meat processing operations.
Number Two Piggeries is the largest pork producer in South Africa.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare in loan documents.

Projects Potentially Funding Animal Agriculture
(March 2016 to present)
RECIPIENT:
AASF – NOA Agribusiness Credit Line (Albania)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 5,000,000
STATUS:
Disbursing
DETAILS:
Loan to microfinance lending institution for lending to agribusiness. There
is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: Project summary mentions some EBRD Performance Requirements but
not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
AASF-Societe Generale Albania RiskSharing Facility
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 30,000,000
STATUS:
Passed final review; pending final approval
DETAILS:
Financing for agribusiness sector. There is no information as to whether
the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: Project summary mentions some EBRD Performance Requirements but
not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
Accession Mezzanine Capital IV (various)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 40,000,000 in equity
STATUS:
Passed concept review; pending final review
DETAILS:
Fund will be used to finance mid-market companies primarily in Central
and Eastern Europe. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually
fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project summary mentions
some EBRD Performance Requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
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RECIPIENT:
Adenia IV (Mauritius)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
Up to 20,000,000 in equity
STATUS:
Pending signing
DETAILS:
Investment targeted for a number of sectors, including agribusiness.
There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare but the loan documents
state: “The overall portfolio risks includes a limited number of business activities that have
potential limited adverse environmental or social risks or impacts that are few in number,
generally site specific, largely reversible, and readily addressed through mitigation measures.
For this project, the Fund will be required to screen all new investments against the IFC
Exclusion List, applicable environmental and social laws and regulations and the IFC
Performance Standards.”
RECIPIENT:
AFIG FUND II (West and Central Africa)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
USD 20,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
The operation consists of a commitment to a private equity fund targeting
SMEs and small midcap companies. Agribusiness, manufacturing, energy, healthcare, as well
as financial and industry services are likely to be prioritised. There is no information provided as
to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. The loan documents
state: The Fund will operate in line with EIB's environmental and social standards.
RECIPIENT:
AGRICOVER LOAN FOR SMES (Romania)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 20,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Loan to financial intermediary to finance small and medium sized
agricultural enterprises. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually
fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
Akbank DPR 2 (Turkey)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 440,000,000
STATUS:
Active
DETAILS:
Loan is to provide new finance for Akbank’s micro, small and medium
sized operations, including “food.” There is no information provided as to whether the loan will
eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. There is reference to IFC
Performance Standard 2 on Labor and Working conditions and “national laws and regulations.”
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RECIPIENT:
ALPHA BANK LOAN FOR SMES AND MID-CAPS (Greece)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
Not disclosed
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Financing of small and medium sized projects. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state:
“Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU legislation, as
appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
Au Fin Debt (India)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 50,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
The proposed investment would support a finance company which
provides loans to low-income and self-employed entrepreneurs in rural and semi-urban areas.
Agri-based businesses are mentioned as potential recipients. There is no information provided
as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The loan documents state “host
country E&S laws and regulations” will fulfill Performance requirements (along with IFC – FI
Exclusion List) and no ESAP is required.
RECIPIENT:
BANCA DEL MEZZOGIORNO LOAN FOR SMES & MID-CAPS (Italy)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 50,000,000
STATUS:
Approved
DETAILS:
Loan to finance small and medium sized enterprises, including agriculture
sector. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
BANCA MONTE DEI PASCHI DI SIENA SPA (Italy)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 400,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
The loan will finance small and medium-sized enterprise (SME)
investments for at least 70% of the total amount in the industry, services, agriculture and
tourism sectors with up to 30% for mid-caps in. There is no information provided as to whether
the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
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RECIPIENT:
BancompartirBond (Colombia)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 16,500,000
STATUS:
Pending approval
DETAILS:
Loan will support BancompartirBond’s microfinancing of small
enterprises. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. There is reference to IFC’s labor
standards and loan documents state BancompartirBond will have to “implement an E&S
Management System.”
RECIPIENT:
BCP EMPLOYMENT & START-UPS PROGRAMME (Portugal)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 70,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized enterprises. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
BCP LOAN FOR SMES & OTHER PRIORITIES (Portugal)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 250,000,000
STATUS:
Financed
DETAILS:
The loan is to finance projects carried out mainly by small and medium
sized businesses. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund
animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Final beneficiaries will be
requested to comply with applicable national and EU legislation, as appropriate.
RECIPIENT:
BDP LOAN FOR SMES (Bolivia)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 50,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
The operation will support local private sector development, particularly
microenterprises and small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), across a broad range of
sectors through the Banco de Desarrollo Productivo (BDP), the main public development bank
in Bolivia. This operation will improve access to finance for microenterprises and SMEs,
contributing to the development of the private sector in one of the poorest countries in Latin
America. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. The loan documents
state that: “The Bank will require the financial intermediary to comply with the Bank's
environmental and social standards.”
RECIPIENT:
BNL AND BPLG LOAN FOR SMES & OTHER PRIORITIES V (Italy)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 200,000,000
STATUS:
Approved
DETAILS:
Loan to finance small and medium sized enterprises, including agriculture
sector. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no mention of animal welfare. Loan documents state: “Final
beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU legislation, as
appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
BOOST AFRICA
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 50,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan funds small and medium sized start up enterprises, among other
things. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no mention of animal welfare. Loan documents state: “Final
beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU legislation, as
appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
BPI EMPLOYMENT & START UPS PROGRAMME (Portugal)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 70,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized businesses. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state:
“Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU legislation, as
appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
BRAZIL CLIMATE ACTION FL I (BDMG) (Brazil)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 100,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
The purpose of the framework loan is to part-finance mainly small to
medium-sized projects implemented by the private sector in Brazil focusing on climate change
mitigation. The framework loan will be used to finance small energy efficiency (EE) and
renewable (RE) investments in the corporate and public sector, including the renovation of
industrial and commercial facilities following energy-efficient criteria, public lighting and small
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on-site RE installations in the State of Minas Gerais (Brazil). There is no information provided as
to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. But, the loan documents
state: The operation will focus on small-sized sub-projects with, in principle, limited
environmental impact. The sub-projects are not expected to require an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) on the basis of national legislation and on the principles of the relevant EU
directives. The Bank will ensure that the financial intermediary will finance projects that are in
compliance with national law and EU environmental principles with particular reference to
impact on biodiversity and cumulative impact. The financial intermediary's capacity to support
the Bank's public disclosure policy, which aims to facilitate access by the public to
environmentally relevant information, will also be assessed.
RECIPIENT:
BRD SOGELEASE IFN SA (Romania)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 50,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Dedicated EIB loan to finance eligible investments promoted by small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (70%) and midcaps (30%) via term loans and leasing
schemes. Financing of small/medium projects carried out by SMEs and midcaps in agriculture,
industry and services. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually
fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. The loan documents
state that: “The Bank will require the financial intermediary to comply with the Bank's
environmental and social standards.”
RECIPIENT:
BST EMPLOYMENT & START-UPS PROGRAMME (Portugal)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 70,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized businesses. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state:
“Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU legislation, as
appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
Capria Acc. Fund (various)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
Equity investment up to USD 1,000,000
STATUS:
Pending signing
DETAILS:
To create local fund management teams that will activate sufficient capital
and related expertise to enable promising entrepreneurs and SMEs to have access to finance.
There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. The loan documents
state that, “the project has been categorised as FI-2 according to IFCÔÇÖs Environmental and
Social Review Procedures.” The loan documents go on to state that, “the Capria accelerator
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fund is expected to focus on investing in SMEs of the emerging marketing funds (EMF) with
mostly medium risk sectors that are considered to have limited E&S risks and impacts which
can be readily addressed through mitigation measures. The Fund has no E&S risk management
system in place. The Fund Manager will be required to nominate an E&S officer and implement
an Environmental and Social Management System that ensures that all Funds in its portfolio
have an efficient ESMS in place to manage the E&S risk of their underlying portfolio companies.
In addition, the Fund Manager will be required to provide E&S risk management training to the
Capria Fund investment team and ensure E&S risk management training with its emerging
market funds.”
RECIPIENT:
CGD EMPLOYMENT & START-UPS PROGRAMME (Portugal)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 70,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized enterprises. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
CR BOLZANO LOAN FOR SMES AND MID-CAPS (Italy)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 40,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized enterprises, among other things.
There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
Daycoval Gender (Brazil)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
Up to USD 250,000,000
STATUS:
Pending approval
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized enterprises. Agriculture is listed as
one of the typical industries invested in. There is no information provided as to whether the loan
will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state:
“…IFC recommended some improvements in how E&S findings can be better incorporated into
the bank's decision-making.”
RECIPIENT:
BANK:
AMOUNT:
STATUS:

DCM Seker CB 2 (Turkey)
IFC
USD 60,000,000
Pending approval
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DETAILS:
Sekerbank, under the loan, would provide financing to micro, small and
medium sized companies, including those that deal with retail trade and restaurants. There is no
information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. There is reference to IFC
Performance Standard 2 on Labor and Working conditions and “national laws and regulations.”
RECIPIENT:
Diorama Investments Hellenic Growth Fund (Luxembourg)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
Up to EUR 20,000,000 in equity
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Fund will be used to support numerous potential projects, including
agribusiness and food processing. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will
eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. Loan documents do state that
“[t]he Fund is required to apply IFC Exclusion List, meet requirements of relevant national E&S
laws and regulations as well as IFC Performance Standards.” Nevertheless, the IFC Good
Practice Note on Animal Welfare is not technically part of IFC Performance Standards, but
rather complements them
RECIPIENT:
EAST & CENTRAL AFRICA PEFF II FOR SMES & MIDCAPS
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 163,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
The EIB has agreed to support a new lending initiative by Bank of Kigali
to back private sector investment across Rwanda. The loan supports private sector investment
in Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya and the Democratic Republic of Congo. The
transaction will back Bank of Kigali’s efforts of expanding access to finance for private
investment. Under the new initiative private sector entrepreneurs and companies will be able to
use loans in Rwandan francs to invest and expand activities across a range of sectors. There is
no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
EGYPT PRIVATE SECTOR SUPPORT
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 500,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to support all
eligible industrial and services sectors of Egyptian economy. Financing of small/medium
projects carried out by small and medium-sized enterprises. There is no information provided as
to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
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RECIPIENT:
Emirates NBD S.A.E. (United Arab Emirates)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
USD 125,000,000
STATUS:
Board approved
DETAILS:
The objective of the loan is to strengthen the capital base of Emirates
NBD to support planned growth of the bank and the financing of SMEs in the local market.
There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project mentions some
EBRD Performance requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
Eurotorg (Belarus)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 55,000,000 in equity
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Expand retail food chain. There is no information provided as to whether
the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. Loan documents reference
supply chain but only with regard to child labor or forced labor. Food safety is also referenced. .
RECIPIENT:
FIF-Forte Bank SME Loan (Kazakhstan)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
USD 50,000,000
STATUS:
Passed final review; pending final approval
DETAILS:
EBRD funding will be used to support lending to micro, small and medium
sized businesses. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund
animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project mentions some
EBRD Performance requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
FIF-Kazakhstan WiB-Forte Bank
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
USD 10,000,000
STATUS:
Passed final review; pending board approval
DETAILS:
EBRD funding will be used to support lending to women-led micro, small
and medium sized businesses. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will
eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project mentions some
EBRD Performance requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
BANK:
AMOUNT:
STATUS:

FIF-QNB AlAhli SME Loan (Egypt)
EBRD
USD 100,000,000
Passed final review; pending board approval
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DETAILS:
The loan will support QNB ALAHLI, the fourth largest bank in Egypt, in
expanding financing to small and medium enterprises. There is no information provided as to
whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project mentions some
EBRD Performance requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
GTLP SCB III (various)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 500,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
The proposed project falls under the IFC’s Global Trade Liquidity
Program (GTLP) which is a unique, coordinated global initiative that brings together
governments, development finance institutions (DFIs), and private sector banks to support trade
in developing markets and address the shortage of trade finance resulting from the global
financial crisis. The program provides liquidity or guarantees thereby helping banks grow their
credit limits, manage risk and support trade in the Emerging Markets. It aims to improve the
availability of credit to benefit local enterprises (producers and importers, including SMEs) along
with value chain and, therefore, support growth, sustain employment and encourage the
generation of higher incomes. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will
eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. The loan documents
state that the “project has been classified as a category FI-3 project according to the IFC’s
Sustainability Policy. The applicable requirements for the project include the IFC’s Exclusion List
and other eligibility criteria as established by IFC. Each trade pool will be supported by
underlying documentation with the designated bank, and the agreement with SCB will specify
that the underlying traded goods meet the above applicable requirements and will require the
Bank to report on implementation. IFC will also review the details of the underlying trade
transactions to confirm their compliance with IFC Exclusion List.”
RECIPIENT:
HALKBANK LOAN IV FOR SMES AND MIDCAPS (Turkey)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 300,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan to finance small and medium sized enterprises. There is no
information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state:
“In candidate and potential candidate countries, the EIB requires that EU principles and
standards be applied in accordance with Bank policies, unless any transition arrangements
have been agreed during accession negotiations. Consequently, final beneficiaries will be
requested to implement and operate the relevant investments in conformity with national laws,
and the applicable provisions of the EU acquis, including directives on environmental impact
assessment and public access to environmental information.“
RECIPIENT:
BANK:

Hosen Investment Fund III (China)
IFC
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AMOUNT:
USD 30,000,000 equity investment
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Hosen is a private equity fund strongly focused on the food industry and
agriculture. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state
“applicable E&S performance requirements of the Project will include IFC Exclusion List,
applicable host country E&S laws and regulations and IFC Performance Standards.”
RECIPIENT:
IDF LOAN FOR SMES & PRIORITY PROJECTS III (Montenegro)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 100,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
The loan is intended for financing small and medium-sized projects
promoted by SMEs (within the Bank's usual eligibility criteria), as well as by local authorities and
other public or private sector promoters in the field of environmental protection, energy savings,
infrastructure, industry, services and tourism. There is no information provided as to whether the
loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
JOINT-STOCK COMPANY UZBEK LEASING INTERNATIONAL A.O.
(Uzbekistan)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 5,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
The Project would provide financing to SMEs that would contribute to the
creation of employment and sustainable private sector development. The company provides
leases to SMEs predominantly concentrating in the sectors of construction, food processing,
and services. Both, the current portfolio and the proposed lending include activities that have
potential limited adverse environmental or social risks or impacts that are few in number,
generally site-specific, largely reversible, and readily addressed through mitigation measures.
There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The loan documents do states
that, “according to the nature of activities supported with this loan, the client will be required to
operate the Environmental and Social Management System to demonstrate ongoing compliance
with IFC’s Exclusion List and national E&S laws.”
RECIPIENT:
JSC BGEO GROUP (Georgia)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 70,000,000
STATUS:
Active
DETAILS:
The purpose of the transaction is to increase financial inclusion in
Georgia. By providing long term financing to Bank of Georgia (BGEO), IFC is supporting a SIFI
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in Georgia thereby heightening BGEO’s roles in diversifying the country’s economic base,
creating jobs, and fostering sustained economic growth. There is no information provided as to
whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
LOAN FOR AGRICULTURAL SMES IV (Spain)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 600,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Loan to finance agriculture projects promoted by small and medium
enterprises. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no mention of animal welfare. Loan documents state: “The Bank
will require that projects financed under this operation comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
Louis Dreyfus Company (various)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
USD 100,000,000
STATUS:
Board approved
DETAILS:
Loan would finance working capital for Louis Dreyfus Company Group’s
subsidiaries active in Bulgaria, Egypt, Kazakhstan, Poland, Romania, Tajikistan, Turkey and
Ukraine. Project documents refer to agricultural commodities but do not specify which
commodities. Louis Dreyfus Company traditionally markets animal products. There is no
information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no mention of animal welfare or animal welfare indicators in loan
documents, though the Environment and Social Summary does reference a number of other
environmental and social issues.
RECIPIENT:
MAISON CAPITAL FUND L.P. (China)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 25,000,000 in equity
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Maison Capital is a private equity fund targeting mid-market companies in
China. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project documents state the
fund will be required to comply with national environmental and social law and the IFC’s
performance requirements.
RECIPIENT:
BANK:
AMOUNT:
STATUS:
DETAILS:

MIDCAP PROGRAM LOAN ITALY SLOVENIA CROATIA MALTA
EIB
EUR 300,000,000
Under appraisal
The operation is a programme loan to finance a variety of eligible mid-
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caps in Italy, Slovenia, Croatia and Malta. The programme loan will finance investments of
eligible innovative and non-innovative mid-cap companies (i.e. with fewer than 3000
employees). The programme loan aims to accelerate and further mobilise private sector
investments, thus furthering the sustainability of mid-caps' competitive advantage over time and
creating growth and employment opportunities. There is no information provided as to whether
the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state
that: The projects to be financed under this programme loan will most likely concern
investments that are expected to be carried out in existing facilities without changing the already
authorised scope and would therefore not require an environmental impact assessment (EIA)
under Directive 2011/92/EU. However, for each sub-operation, the Bank's services will review
during the project appraisal whether any of the concerned projects could fall under the EIA
Directive, as well as any other environmental details of the project.
RECIPIENT:
Prasac AB Loan (East Asia and Pacific)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 20,000,000
STATUS:
Active
DETAILS:
Improve access to finance for productive micro-entrepreneurs with a
strong focus in agribusiness. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will
eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project summary states that
“[n]o ESAP is required because IFC will be individually appraising, categorizing, disclosing and
monitoring its sub-projects, in accordance with IFC’s environmental and social procedures.”
RECIPIENT:
ProCredit Bank Albania
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 15,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Finance agribusiness in Albania. There is no information provided as to
whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: The project summary mentions some EBRD Performance Requirements
but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
Promerica CA (Central America region)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 92,500,000
STATUS:
Pending approval
DETAILS:
Support lending to small and medium sized enterprises. There is no
information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. There is mention of Performance
Standard 2, which is unrelated to animal welfare, as well as “applicable environmental and
social requirements.”
RECIPIENT:

PSBC Equity (China)
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BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 300,000,000 in equity
STATUS:
Active
DETAILS:
PSBC is China’s 5th largest bank, according to loan documents. There is
no information provided as to whether the investment will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The projects documents state the
fund will be required to comply with national environmental and social law and the IFC’s
performance requirements.
RECIPIENT:
REGMIFA S.A. (various)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 10,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
The fund targets regulated and non-regulated microfinance institutions
(MFIs), local banks and other financial institutions providing funding to micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) (collectively referred to as "partner lending institutions" or
"PLIs") in Sub-Saharan Africa. The fund aims to increase over time the percentage of
investments in smaller and less-developed PLIs, which are commonly not served by existing
microfinance funders. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually
fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
RENTENBANK SME AGRICULTURE III (Germany)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 500,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Loan to finance small and medium sized enterprises. There is no
information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “In accordance with the Bank's policy to ensure that sub-loans comply with the EU acquis,
in particular in the fields of environment and public procurement, the Bank will require such
intermediary institution to take all the requisite measures to ensure that the environment and
procurement procedures carried out by the final beneficiaries for the sub-projects that the Bank
finances will comply with the relevant EU legislation and the applicable national legislation,
provided that it is in conformity with EU rules.”
RECIPIENT:
RLRS LOAN FOR SMES & OTHER PRIORITIES II (Serbia)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 20,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan for financing small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the
industry, tourism, agriculture and services sectors and eligible projects promoted by local
authorities and financial beneficiaries of any size for investments of limited scale in the fields of
knowledge economy, energy, environment protection, industry, health, education and services.
There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. The loan documents do
state that final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.
RECIPIENT:
Scotiabank Costa Rica SME and Housing Loan (Costa Rica)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 75,000,000
STATUS:
Pending approval
DETAILS:
IFC’s loan to Scotiabank is intended to support small and medium
enterprises, in addition to supporting Scotiabank’s housing loans. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture, though there is reference
to “agri-business.”
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. There is reference to
IFC’s labor standards and to “Costa Rican environmental and social laws and regulations.”
RECIPIENT:
SIERRA MADRE FUND I (Philippines)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
$15,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Sierra Madre is private equity fund that invests in small and medium sized
companies, including those that deal in consumer goods. There is no information provided as to
whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The loan documents to state the
project will have to comply with both IFC Performance Requirements and host country laws and
regulations.
RECIPIENT:
Sinepia D.A.C. (Greece)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 50,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
A securitization project that would refinance SME working capital and
loans originated with the National Bank of Greece. The transaction would allow the National
Bank of Greece to expand its loan portfolio. There is no information provided as to whether the
loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project mentions some
EBRD Performance requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
Southbridge Europe Mezzazine (Greece)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 10,000,000
STATUS:
Passed concept review; pending final review
DETAILS:
The loan will support a fund that will invest in small and medium
enterprises. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
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ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project mentions some
EBRD Performance requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
TURKIYE CUMHURIYETI ZIRAAT BANKASI AS (Turkey)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 200,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Dedicated loan aimed at providing long-term financing for projects
promoted by small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and midcaps. Financing of
small/medium projects carried out by small/medium projects carried out by SMEs and midcaps
in Turkey. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare though loan documents
state: “Final beneficiaries will be requested to comply with applicable national and EU
legislation, as appropriate.”
RECIPIENT:
Ujjivan Debt 2 (India)
BANK:
IFC
AMOUNT:
USD 40,000,000
STATUS:
Pending
DETAILS:
Ujjivan is a financial services company focusing on micro loans,
especially to women borrowers. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will
eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare or to IFC performance standards.
Loan documents do state: “The company will upgrade the E&S procedures to ensure review of
… loan proposals against national E&S laws and regulations…”
RECIPIENT:
VAKIFBANK LOAN III FOR SMES AND MIDCAPS (Turkey)
BANK:
EIB
AMOUNT:
EUR 300,000,000
STATUS:
Under appraisal
DETAILS:
Loan to fund small and medium sized enterprises.There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no specific reference to animal welfare. Loan documents state:
“In the candidate and potential candidate countries, the EIB requires that EU principles and
standards be applied in accordance with Bank policies, unless any transition arrangements
have been agreed during accession negotiations. Consequently, final beneficiaries will be
requested to implement and operate the relevant investments in conformity with national laws,
and the applicable provisions of the EU acquis, including directives on environmental impact
assessment and public access to environmental information.”
RECIPIENT:
BANK:
AMOUNT:
STATUS:

Vakifbank III – TurSEFF III (Turkey)
EBRD
EUR 50,000,000
Board approved
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DETAILS:
Loan will be used to finance MSMEs operating in the primary and
secondary target regions including those MSMEs owned and/or led by people by the conflict in
Syria under the Refugee Crisis Response Facility. This is part of EBRD’s refugee crisis
response effort. This project will promote MSME entrepreneurship and support local enterprise
development in Turkey’s regions most affected by the refugee crisis. There is no information
provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: There is no reference to animal welfare. The project summary mentions
some EBRD Performance Requirements but not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
RECIPIENT:
VakifBank Covered Bond (Turkey)
BANK:
EBRD
AMOUNT:
EUR 50,000,000
STATUS:
Signed
DETAILS:
Loan will be used to finance small and medium sized agribusiness
enterprises. There is no information provided as to whether the loan will eventually fund animal
agriculture.
ANIMAL WELFARE: Project summary mentions some EBRD Performance Requirements but
not PR6, which covers animal welfare.
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